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Minutes of the USTA NorCal Junior Council Meeting 
Monday, April 9, 2018 

 
 

NOTE: All minutes are final after approval by the committee and all committee decisions are subject to final 
approval by the USTA NorCal Board. 

 
Andrea Norman, chair of the Junior Council, called the meeting to order at 7:15 pm and roll call was conducted.  
 

Committee Members Present: Andrea Norman (chair), Mike Erwin, Ogidi Obi, Craig Pasqua, Stephanie Shapiro 
and Stewart Toy.  Mike Erwin arrived at the meeting as noted in the minutes. 
 
USTA NorCal Staff Present: Summer Verhoeven, Manager of Junior Play; Tommy Tu, Junior Competition 
Coordinator. 
 
1. Approval of Minutes 
 The Council considered approval of the minutes of the meeting held March 6, 2018.  The following motion 

was duly made, seconded, and approved by a vote of 4 in favor, none opposed, and no abstentions: 
 

RESOLVED:  That the minutes of the Junior Council meeting held March 6, 2018 be approved as 
presented. 

 
Mike Erwin left following approval of the minutes. 
 
2. Chair Report 
 

• NorCal Ratings Summary:  Andrea reviewed a summary of NorCal’s use of ratings in its junior competitive 
structure that she prepared as a result of requests from members of National staff and other Sectional 
Associations to better understand what NorCal is doing.  She asked members to provide feedback as this 
document will continue to be used to educate on NorCal’s approach ratings. 

 
3. Staff Report 
 

• Prize Money & Pro Circuit Pre-Qualifying Tournaments:  Summer reported that the Adult Tournament 
Committee continues its work to fund prize money at NorCal Pro Circuit pre-qualifying tournaments. 

 

• 2018 Maze Cup:  Tommy reminded Council of the upcoming Maze Cup to be at the Berkeley Tennis Club - 
April 13-15.  The 2018 coaches will be Steve Jackson and Alex Poorta.  The team members are: Ryder 
Jackson, Stevie Gould, Aryan Chaudhary, Zachery Lim, Karl Lee, Katie Volynets, Ashley Yeah, Connie Ma, 
Vivian Ovrootsky and Katherine Duong. 

 

• Team NorCal:  The rescheduled Team NorCal Camp held March 31 was a success.  It included 10s yellow 
ball players and provided workshop session for all parents on the development of competitive athletes.  
This is the first of two caps that will be used to select BG16 and 14 division players for the September 
National Campus trip.  The next camp will be held July 8. 

 

• Team USA: The next Team USA Camp will be held April 28-19.  Two workshops will be held in the two days 
leading up to the camp: a Train the Trainers Workshop lead by national staff members Johnny Parks and 
Kent Kinnear, and our local experts Carrie Zarraonandia and Todd Disley; a Team USA Section Coaches 
Workshop lead by Kent Kinnear and national coach Laurie Riffice.  

 

• Team Events: The coaches for our summer traveling teams and Pacific Cup have been selected.  Entries are 
now open for USTA Zone Team Championships (BG16, 14, and 12, USTA Intersectional Team 
Championships (BG16 and 14), and USTA National Team Championships (BG18) and NorCal has just 
learned a 3rd team in the BG16 Zonals has been added.   

 
4. 2018 USTA NorCal Bill Talbert Sportsmanship Nominee 

Andrea reported that nominations for the prestigious Bill Talbert Sportsmanship Award are due to national 
USTA on April 16.  Each section may nominate one junior player.  Following a survey of NorCal players, 
parents, coaches, administrators, and officials and a review of the bag tag recipients for the past year, NorCal 
staff and Andrea Norman narrowed the list of possible nominees down to several players.  The candidates 
were then contacted to provide additional information.  All information received on the candidates was 
distributed with the meeting packet.  No Junior Council member has a familial or coaching relationship to any 
candidate and therefore recusal is not required by any member.  During discussions, staff in attendance did 
not participate in the decision. 
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Council went into closed session to select a nominee for the Award.  Council came out of closed session and it 
was announced that Sara Choy will be our Section’s nominee for the award.  USTA NorCal staff will follow up 
by completing the necessary nomination form by the due date. 
 

5. UTR Round Robin Proposal 
Since early February, Junior Council has been working on proposals to improve upon the competitive 
offerings available to all levels of players.  One such proposal creates a new level of UTR Round Robin (UTR 
RR).  Using the same concept in place when Super Series and UTR RRs are sanctioned on a weekend, the 
proposal creates a 2-tiered ratings based offering on the weekends NorCal previously had stand-alone UTR 
RRs:  a limited draw UTR RR (64 boys and 64 girls) and a 2nd event using the same UTR RR format that 
closes entries one week later, has an unlimited draw, and awards fewer points per win.  The challenges 
addressed are as follows: 
 

• Perception of Turning People Away; Administrative Burden on Organizers.  On weekends when stand-alone 
UTR RRs are held, 2-3 are sanctioned.  Some sites, particularly those where NorCal has population centers, 
have to limit draws.  The other events in the segment can typically accommodate more players, but not 
after a significant number are often turned away.  This creates the perception of access problems and also 
creates administrative problems for the tournament able to accept more players. 

 

The staggered closing date of the Super Series/UTR RRs give those not accepted into a Super Series the 
option to play a UTR RR in a way that permits them to enter by a later deadline.  This provides players with 
another event to play and organizers the ability to accept them as timely entries.  Adding a 2nd event on 
the UTR RR weekends will allow for this to happen during all ratings-based segments.  Additionally, this 
proposal sets a clearer expectation on the number of players that will be playing on a ratings-based 
weekend by setting a minimum number of entries that the lower level tournament must accept and setting 
a guideline on the number of tournaments to sanction.  The guideline totals are as follows: 
- Higher Level: 128 total players (64 boys/64 girls) 
- Lower Level: 256 to 384 players (128-192 boys/128-192 girls) 
The new structure allows for between 384 and 512 to be competing in ratings based tournaments each 
ratings weekend. 
 

• Sanctioning Bias.  When UTR Round Robins were first introduced, there was a natural sanctioning bias 
toward organizations with access to more courts to accommodate the potential for the unlimited-draw UTR 
RRs.  Their proven popularity among players in the inaugural year lead to re-sanctioning many events to 
organizers that could accept the most players.  In subsequent years, sanctions were awarded to a broader 
number of organizations, with the goal of expanding the opportunity to host these high-demand events.  
Conversely a new natural sanctioning bias began towards these new organizations and away from those 
that had taken the risk in the first year to transform our structure. 

 

The 2-tier approach gives Organizers of various court availability the opportunity to bid for ratings-based 
tournaments.  Organizers with access to more courts can bid on the UTR Championship RRs when they are 
against a Super Series and the UTR Open RRs when they are against the UTR Championship RRs.  
Conversely, the limited-draw tournaments are more appropriate for Organizations with access to fewer 
courts - a single gender can be run on 9 courts. 
 

• Ranking Point Inequities.  Although research has not indicated that players are getting ranking point bumps 
from UTR RRs that result in out of level players being accepted into our smaller draw Excellence, 32-draw 
Championships, and Super Series, players with ratings, for example, of 8 and 1 earning the same number 
of ranking points per win in a UTR RR is not logical in a PPR system that is designed to award greater points 
in events that are populated with stronger players.  For example, the higher-level 32-player Excellence 
Draw that also counts for National Ranking is awarding more points per win than a 32-player Championship 
Draw. 

 

Creating a 2nd tier of ratings-based round robin with lower points per win (but still above an Open Level 
tournament) will alleviate some of these inequities. 

 

Following a final review of the proposal, the following resolutions were duly made, seconded and approved 
by a vote of 5 in favor, none opposed and no abstentions: 
 

RESOLVED:  That, effective January 1, 2019, USTA NorCal Junior Tournament Rule 7 be amended as 
follows (underlined language is proposed to be added, stricken-through language is proposed to be 
deleted): 

 

7. Entry Deadlines. 
A. Entry Deadlines for Sectional Championships, Excellence Tournaments, Championship 

Tournaments, and UTR Open Round Robins. The entry deadline for Sectional Championships, 
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Excellence Tournaments, Championship Tournaments, and UTR Open Round Robins, is 11:59 pm 
(one minute before midnight) two Monday’s before the start date of the tournament. 

B. Entry Deadline for Super Series. The entry deadline Super Series is 11:59 pm (one minute 
before midnight) three Mondays before the start date of the tournament. 

C. Entry Deadlines for UTR Championship Round Robins. 
i. UTR Championship Round Robins Held Concurrent With Super Series.  The entry 

deadline for UTR Championship Round Robins held concurrent with Super Series is 11:59 pm 
(one minute before midnight) two Mondays before the start date of the tournament. 

ii. UTR Championship Round Robins Held Concurrent With UTR Open Round Robins.  
The entry deadline entry deadline for UTR Championship Round Robins held concurrent with 
UTR Open Round Robins is 11:59 pm (one minute before midnight) three Mondays before the 
start date of the tournament. 

CD. Entry Deadlines for Open Tournaments and Challenger Tournaments.  The entry deadline 
for UTR Round Robins, Open Tournaments, and Challenger Tournaments is 11:59 pm (one minute 
before midnight) six days prior to the start date of the tournament.  For example, if a tournament 
starts on a Saturday, the entry deadline is 11:59 pm the previous Sunday. 

 

RESOLVED FURTHER:  That, effective January 1, 2019, USTA NorCal Junior Tournament Rule 11.G. be 
amended as follows (underlined language is proposed to be added, stricken-through language is proposed 
to be deleted): 

 

11. Junior Tournament Descriptions 
G. UTR Round Robins. UTR Round Robins are ratings-based tournaments that group players with 

similar ability into 4-player round robins.  Tournaments are intended for intermediate and 
advanced players.  UTR Round Robins will take place over a 2-day sanction period.  All events use 
a yellow ball on a 78’ court and a player’s racquet may not exceed 29” in length. 
i. Eligibility.  [unchanged] 
ii. Two Types of UTR Round Robins - Overview.  Beginning January 1, 2019, there are two 

types of UTR Round Robins, UTR Championship Round Robins and UTR Open Round Robins, 
as follows: 
a. UTR Championship Round Robins.  UTR Championship Round Robins award the higher 

level of points per round (the same number of points as UTR Round Robins in 2018).  
When held concurrent with a Super Series, they have an unlimited draw size.  When held 
concurrent with UTR Open Round Robins, they have a limited draw size. 

b. UTR Open Round Robins.  UTR Open Round Robins award a lower level of points per 
win (slightly lower than UTR Round Robins in 2018).  They are held concurrent with UTR 
Championship Round Robins and have an unlimited draw size. 

iii. Draw Type. 
a. Draw Size .  There is no maximum or minimum draw size (although a maximum draw 

size can be set by the Tournament Committee), except that the total number of accepted 
players must be divisible by 4. 

b. Round Robin Singles Draw Format.  All singles draws will be 4-player round robin 
draws providing players 3 singles matches. 

iv. Draw Sizes. 
a. UTR Championship Round Robins. 

(1) When Concurrent with Super Series. The minimum draw size for each UTR 
Championship Round Robin held concurrent with a Super Series is 128.  The 
maximum draw size will be determined by the Tournament Committee.  The total 
number of accepted players per division must be divisible by 4 

(2) When Concurrent with UTR Open Round Robin. The maximum draw size for 
each UTR Championship Round Robin held concurrent with a UTR Open Round Robin 
is 64 boys and 64 girls, and the total number of accepted players per division must 
be divisible by 4. 

b. UTR Open Round Robins.  The minimum draw size for each UTR Open Round Robin is 
128.  The maximum draw size will be determined by the Tournament Committee.  The 
total number of accepted players per division must be divisible by 4 

iiiv. Player Selection and Flighting.  [unchanged] 
vi. Player Selection Publication Requirement.  Selection lists will be published no later than 

the Friday following the Monday entry deadline.  In the event of a delay, the publication date 
will be published to the tournament website. 

ivii. Doubles Required.  [unchanged] 
viii. Match and Scoring Formats.  [unchanged] 
vix. Entry Fee. [unchanged] 
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RESOLVED FURTHER:  That, effective January 1, 2019, USTA NorCal Junior Points Per Round Ranking 
Rules be amended to award points for the UTR Championship Round Robins and UTR Open Round Robins 
as follows: 
• The Rules will be amended to change all references to UTR Round Robin to UTR Championship Round 

Robin; and 
• The points for winning a match in a UTR Open Round Robin will be 50 points per match. 

 
6. Sanctioning Guidelines 

Council also approved a STRAW VOTE resolution to amend the Sanctioning Guidelines used by the Sanction & 
Schedule Committee, to include specific guidance on Super Series, UTR Championship Round Robins and UTR 
Open Round Robins.  The straw vote was taken and approved by a vote of 6 in favor, none opposed, and no 
abstentions (note that because this was a straw vote, the chair participated): 
 

STRAW VOTE RESOLUTION:  That, if the USTA NorCal Board approves the creation of the new level of 
UTR Round Robin, the following amendments are recommended by Junior Council for the Sanctioning 
Guidelines to be used starting with the sanctioning of 2019 tournaments (underlined language is 
proposed to be added, stricken-through language is proposed to be deleted): 

 

Junior Tournament Sanctioning Guidelines 
 

The following principals should guide the development of the recommendations: 
• The number of competitive matches in tournaments of all levels should be increased to improve player 

development. 
• The number of Challenger and Open Level tournaments sanctioned should not dilute the number of entries at 

tournaments, which negatively impacts the amount of play taking place in a tournament, and therefore the 
value of the entry fee, and the financial viability of running a tournament, but at the same time should support 
the demand for tournaments in geographic areas. 

• To reduce cost, consideration shall be given to where USTA NorCal has concentrations of junior membership. 
  
 
• USTA NorCal Junior Membership Population Centers:  When possible, Sectional Championships and 

Excellence and Championship Tournaments should be sanctioned in areas where there is the highest 
concentration of USTA NorCal junior membership. 

 

• Number of Levels Per Tournament:  The number of levels sanctioned in one tournament should not exceed 
2.  For example, a tournament could have Open and Challenger, Championship and Open, or Championship and 
Challenger.  

 

• Number of Open Level Tournaments:  The number of sanctioned Open Level Tournaments taking place on 
any weekend should not exceed 3, unless the demand in a geographic area supports more tournaments.  Open 
Tournaments can’t be sanctioned concurrent with UTR Championship Round Robins Tournaments or UTR Open 
Round Robins. 

 

• Number of Challenger Level Tournaments:  The number of sanctioned Challenger Level Tournaments 
taking place on any weekend should not exceed 4, unless the demand in a geographic area supports more 
tournaments. 

 

• Super Series and UTR Championship and Open Round Robins:  On Super Series/UTR Championship 
Round Robin weekends, the Super Series is the “Higher” Level Tournament and the UTR Championship Round 
Robin is the “Lower” Level Tournament.  On UTR Championship Round Robin/UTR Open Round Robin weekends, 
the UTR Championship Round Robin is the “Higher” Level Tournament and the UTR Open Round Robin is the 
“Lower” Level Tournament. 

 ≈ UTR Championship Round Robins Concurrent with Super Series:  Genders can be split between two 
tournaments (e.g. 64 boys at one tournament; 64 girls at another tournament). 

 ≈ Super Series: The preference is for genders to be at same tournament - sanction either BG18/14 together or 
B18/14 together and G18/14 together.  This allows for top 14 division players to easily be moved to the 
higher age division if there are withdrawals. 

 ≈ Lower Level Tournament: 2-3 Tournaments sanctioned per designated weekend (up to 384 players).  
Genders may not be split between two tournaments.  Unless there is a shortage of entries in a gender, a 
tournament may not accept fewer than 64 players per gender. 

 ≈ Higher and Lower Level Tournaments can be sanctioned to the same Organization, but under separate ID 
Numbers due to different entry deadlines. 

 ≈ Higher and Lower Level Tournaments can be sanctioned to the same Organization, but under separate ID 
Numbers due to different entry deadlines. 
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7. Championship Dominant Duo 
A second proposal Junior Council has been working on since February is the introduction as of a 
Championship Dominant Duo tournament - a team format that has proven successful on the national 
calendar.  In this format, 16 2-player teams participate in a compass format.  Each team match consists of a 
doubles match followed by 2 singles matches. The team that wins 2 out of the 3 matches wins the team 
match and advances in the compass draw.  If the draw is full, it guarantees each player four singles and four 
doubles matches over a two-day period. This format does not require coaches. 
 

Council believes the Championship Dominant Duo will provide team play in an innovative and proven 2-day 
format at the local level, and in a way that promotes doubles play.  The proposal rolls out the new format in 
2019 in a manner that gives NorCal control over administration and because of the court demand (16 courts 
for 2 divisions as compared to 9 courts for 2 divisions for the existing tournament), it prioritizes the divisions 
that are sanctioned in 2019.  The strategy is to ensure its success in the first year and provide a model to 
broaden its use in future years. 
 

Following a final review of the proposal, the following resolutions were duly made, seconded and approved 
by a vote of 5 in favor, none opposed and no abstentions: 
 

RESOLVED:  That, effective January 1, 2019, USTA NorCal Junior Tournament Rule 11.H. be amended to 
create a new Championship Dominant Duo format as follows (underlined language is proposed to be 
added, stricken-through language is proposed to be deleted): 

 

11. Junior Tournament Descriptions 
H. Championship Tournaments. 

i. Youth Progression Eligibility - Players Aged 12 Years and Younger.  [unchanged] 
ii. Match and Scoring Formats.  Regular scoring will be used. 

a. 12 Divisions - Traditional Singles and Doubles Tournaments 
• Singles: best of 3 tiebreak sets with a 10-Point Match Tiebreak in lieu of the 3rd set  
• Doubles: 8-game pro set 

b. 18, 16, and 14 Divisions - Traditional Singles and Doubles Tournaments 
• Main Draw Singles (including 3rd place playoff): best of 3 tiebreak sets 
• Consolation Singles (including playoff matches for 5th, 6th, and 8th place): best of 3 

tiebreak sets with a 10-Point Match Tiebreak in lieu of the 3rd set 
• Doubles: 8-game pro set 

c. Dominant Duo Format 
• Singles: best of 3 tiebreak sets with a 10-Point Match Tiebreak in lieu of the 3rd set  
• Doubles: one 6-game set 

iii. Championship Singles-Only Tournaments. [unchanged] 
iv. Championship Singles & Doubles Tournaments. [unchanged] 
v. Championship Dominant Duo Tournaments. 

a. Sanction Period.  Championship Dominant Duo Tournaments will be held over a 2-day 
sanction period. 

b. Tournament Description.  Sixteen 2-player teams will be selected for each division as 
described below and will compete in a 16-team compass draw.  Each Team Match 
consists of 1 doubles match followed by 2 singles matches.  The team that wins 2 out of 
the 3 matches wins the Team Match and advances in the draw. 

c. Team Entry Required.  Only players that are entered as a doubles team at the time of 
the entry deadline will be considered for selection.  Players may enter prior to the 
deadline without a partner, but notice to the Tournament Committee by email from both 
players is required to be considered entered as a team.  The Tournament Committee will 
use its best efforts to assist players in finding partners; however forming a team buy the 
entry deadline is the responsibility of the players. 

d. Selection Process.  Championship Dominant Duo Tournaments will select teams in the 
order of the combined ranking of both Team Members using the most recently published 
Combined Sectional Final Ranking List of the division.  For example, if Team Member A 
holds the #1 ranking and Team Member B holds the #10 standing, Team A&B has the 
combined ranking of 11.  A team with a combined ranking greater than 11 is selected 
after Team A&B.  If there is a tie, the team with the member that has the highest singles 
ranking will be selected first. 

If one team member does not have a ranking in the division, for the purposes of 
calculating the combined ranking, the unranked team member will be assigned a rank 
that is equivalent to one lower than the lowest ranked player on the Final Ranking List.  
For example, if Team Member C holds the #1 ranking, Team Member D does not have a 
ranking, and the Ranking List for the event has a total of 100 players on the list, Team 
Member D is assigned a ranking of 101 and Team C&D have a combined ranking of 102. 
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All teams not selected will be placed on an Alternate List that will ordered using the 
same method of selecting teams into the tournament described in above.  Late Entries 
will be placed at the bottom of the list in the order received.  Late Entries received at the 
same time will be ordered by lot.  The Alternate List will be used to replace withdrawing 
teams, except that a Late Entry may not be accepted into the draw if it invalidates the 
seeding. 

e. Player Selection Publication Requirement. The selection lists will be published no 
later than the Friday following the Monday entry deadline. 

f. Seeding.  The teams will be seeded using the same method and list used to select teams 
into the tournament described above. 

g. Entry Fee. The entry fee will be $65 per player. 
 

RESOLVED FURTHER:  That in 2019 Championship Dominant Duo Tournaments will be pilots with 
significant oversight from USTA NorCal staff and may be run by USTA NorCal staff.  Depending on court 
availability, Dominant Duo Tournaments may not be held in all age divisions.  The priority for holding the 
tournaments will be in the following division order: BG16, BG14, BG12, BG18. 
 

RESOLVED FURTHER:  That, effective January 1, 2019, USTA NorCal Junior Points Per Round Ranking 
Rules be amended to award 83 points for each win at a Championship Dominant Duo. 

 
8. 2019 NorCal Junior Tournament Calendar 

Council reviewed the proposed schedule of 2019 NorCal tournaments and the assigned date blocks.  The 
schedule includes the following changes to the schedule: 
 

A. Timing of October Excellence & Fall Sectionals (Any changes have a * in the week column) 
• Moves the Excellence #4 from Weeks 41/42 to 45/46. 
• Moves Fall Singles Sectionals from Weeks 43/44 to 41/42 
These adjustments place the higher national ranking tournament (Sectionals) on a weekend that permits 
it to count for selection into the National Indoors and moves both tournaments off of two collegiate test 
weekends (SAT/ACT).  Additionally, it opens up the weekend nearest Halloween for the Annual Herb Cup, 
the traditional date block this tournament has occupied in the past, which allows for a costume-themed 
event. 

 

B. Changes to Championships (Any changes have a * in the week column) 
• Eliminates three 48-draw SG/DB tournaments (Weeks 11/12, 15/16 and 48/49) 
• With the elimination of the Week 11/12 Championship, assigns the Doubles Event that Counts for 

National Level 4 Ranking to the summer Week 30. 
• Changes the 48-draw SG/DB held Weeks 4/5 to a one-weekend Singles-Only Championship held Week 

5 - 32 players per division that ends on a Monday that is a school day (similar to the October 
Championship on Week 40). 

• Changes the 48-draw SG/DB held Weeks 18/19 to a one-weekend Championship Dominant Duo 
These adjustments open up several weekends in the calendar for rest and camps, create a space for the 
new Championship Dominant Duo format, and allows for a doubles event held at the Summer 
Championship to count for National ranking, eliminating the concern over this event being held as part of 
Excellence during a time when bad weather is more likely. 

 

C. Changes to Super Series and UTR Round Robins - (Any changes have a * in the week column) 
• Moves Super Series/UTR Championship RR from Week 13 to Week 9, effectively adding a Super Series 

to Week 9 because in 2018 a stand alone UTR Round Robin was held. 
• Adds a UTR Championship RR and a UTR Open RR to Week 12 (previously the 2nd weekend of a 

Championship). 
• Adds a UTR Championship RR and a UTR Open RR to Week 16 (previously the 2nd weekend of a 

Championship). 
• Stand-alone UTR Round Robin on Week 29 changed to UTR Championship RR and UTR Open RR. 
• Moves the Super Series/UTR Championship RR from Week 46 to Week 48. 
These adjustments create the two-tiered UTR tournaments and also move tournaments in a way that 
Council believes will best serve the players. 

 

Following discussion, the following motion was duly made, seconded, and unanimously approved by a vote 
of 5 in favor, none opposed, and no abstentions: 

 

RESOLVED:  That the 2019 NorCal Junior Tournament Calendar be approved as attached as Exhibit A. 
 

8. 2019 Entry Fees 
Council reviewed a proposal to increase the set entry fees for certain NorCal Tournaments and determined it 
was appropriate to offset the increasing cost of running tournaments that include: 
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• per-court site fees; 
• custodial fees at sites; 
• officiating. 
• tennis balls. 
This would be the first increase since the last adjustment made at the beginning of 2014.  It was also noted 
that no increase to fees was implemented at the beginning of 2018 when NorCal increased the officials 
requirements. 
 

Following discussion, it was determined that the two tournament directors that serve on Junior Council should 
recuse themselves from voting on any resolution.  The following motion was then duly made, seconded, and 
unanimously approved by a vote of 3 in favor, none opposed, and no abstentions: 

 

RESOLVED:  That effective January 1, 2019, the entry fees for the tournaments listed below be increased as 
set forth in Column D: 
 

COLUMN A COLUMN B COLUMN C COLUMN D 

Tournament Type Current 
Entry Fee 

Fee 
Increase New Fee 

Championship: 3-Day SG Only $55 
(base fee for 

4-Day SG & DB) 
$10 

$65 
(base fee when 
4-Day SG & DB) Championship: 4-Day SG & DB 

UTR Open & Championship RRs (2-Days) $60 base fee $10 $70 base fee 

Super Series (2-Days) $60 $10 $70 

Excellence 

$60 base fee 
4-Day SG & DB $15 $75 base fee 

(3-Day SG/DB 
4-Day SG/DB 

5-Day SG Only) 
$65 base fee 

5-Day SG & DB $10 

Sectionals: 5-Day June SG & DB $70 base fee $15 $85 base fee 

Sectionals: 4-Day Fall SG Only $60 base fee $15 $75 base fee 

Sectionals: 2-Day Fall DB Only $35 per player/ 
$70 per team $10 $45 per player/ 

$80 per team 

NorCal Masters $30 $10 $40 
 
Andrea noted that the fee for the Championship Dominant Duo is not included in the table of approved fees 
above because the fee for this tournament (also $65) is included in the resolution that approved the new 
format. 
 

9. Doubles Ranking Points 
Andrea presented data on the impact doubles results is having on the combined ranking, which currently 
counts 20% of points earned at a player’s best 6 doubles tournaments.  Council reviewed the impact 
increasing the percentage would have and whether doing so would increase doubles play.  Following 
discussion, the consensus was that creating a product that attracted participation, such as the UTR Round 
Robins and the new Championship Dominant Duo format, would be the best way to encourage play. 

 
There being no further business to come before the Council, the meeting adjourned at 9:15 pm. 


